Motivated by emerging big streaming data processing paradigms (e.g., Twitter Storm, Streaming MapReduce), we investigate the problem of scheduling graphs over a large cluster of servers. Each graph is a job, where nodes represent compute tasks and edges indicate data-flows between these compute tasks. Jobs (graphs) arrive randomly over time, and upon completion, leave the system. When a job arrives, the scheduler needs to partition the graph and distribute it over the servers to satisfy load balancing and cost considerations. Specifically, neighboring compute tasks in the graph that are mapped to different servers incur load on the network; thus a mapping of the jobs among the servers incurs a cost that is proportional to the number of "broken edges". We propose a low complexity randomized scheduling algorithm that, without service preemptions, stabilizes the system with graph arrivals/departures; more importantly, it allows a smooth trade-off between minimizing average partitioning cost and average queue lengths. Interestingly, to avoid service preemptions, our approach does not rely on a Gibbs sampler; instead, we show that the corresponding limiting invariant measure has an interpretation stemming from a loss system.
PROBLEM SETUP
Consider a collection of machines L. Each machine ∈ L has a set of slots m which it can use to run at most |m | Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). processes in parallel. These machines are inter-connected by a communication network. Let M = |m | be the total number of slots in the cluster. There is a collection of jobs types J , where each job type j ∈ J is described by a graph Gj(Vj, Ej) consisting of a set of nodes Vj and a set of edges Ej. Each graph Gj represents how the computation is split among the set of nodes Vj. Nodes correspond to computation with each node requiring a slot on some machine; edges represent data flows between these computations (nodes). We assume graphs of type j arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λj, and will remain in the system for an exponentially distributed amount of time with mean 1/µj. Node of the graph must be assigned to an empty slot on one of the machines. Thus a graph of type Gj requires a total number of |Vj| free slots (|Vj| < M ). For each graph, data center needs to decide how to partition the graph and distribute it over the machines. When jobs arrive, they can either be immediately served, or queued and served at a later time. Thus, there is a set of queues Q(t) = (Q (j) (t) : j ∈ J ) representing existing jobs in the system either waiting for service or receiving service. For any job, we assume that the cost of data exchange between two nodes that are inside the same machine is zero, and the cost of data exchange between two nodes of a graph on different machines is one. This models the cost incurred by the data center due to the total traffic exchange among different machines.
An important construct in this paper is the concept of template. Observe that for any graph Gj, there are several ways (exponentially large number) in which it can be partitioned and distributed over the machines. A template corresponds to one possible way in which a graph Gj can partitioned and distributed over the machines. Rigorously, a template A for graph Gj is an injective function A : Vj → ∈L m which maps each node of Gj to a unique slot in one of the machines. We use A (j) to denote the set of all possible templates for graph Gj. Tying back to the cost model, for
A be the cost of partitioning Gj according to template A. There is a template in the system corresponding to each job that is being served on a set of machines. Further, when a new job arrives or departs, the system can (potentially) create a new template that is a pattern of empty slots across machines that can be "filled" with a specific job type (i.e., one particular graph topology). We call the former as actual templates, and the latter as virtual templates. Further, when a job departs, the system can potentially destroy the associated template.
Given any stationary (and Markov) algorithm for scheduling arriving graphs, the system state evolves as an irre-ducible and aperiodic Markov chain. Our goal is to minimize the average partitioning cost, i.e.,
subject to system stability where xA is a random variable denoting the fraction of time that a template A is used in steady state. The system stability in (1) means that the average delay (or average queue size) remains bounded. There is an inherent tradeoff between the average delay and the average partitioning cost. For more lenient delay constraints, the algorithm can defer the scheduling of jobs further until a feasible template with low partitioning cost becomes available.
ALGORITHM
Our low complexity algorithm can be used to solve (1) without interrupting/migrating the ongoing services. Given the vector of queue sizes Q(t), and a function f (x) = log 1−b (x), b ∈ (0, 1), the weight of template A ∈ A (j) , j ∈ J , is defined asw
where
where h = h1 |J | , and α, h ∈ R+, and ∈ (0, 1) are the parameters of the algorithm. At the instances of job arrivals and departures, the algorithm makes decisions on the templates that are added to/removed from the system configuration. It is important that the addition/removal of templates by the algorithm does not disrupt the ongoing service of existing jobs in the configuration.
The low complexity algorithm is a randomized algorithm in which the candidate template to be added to the configuration is chosen randomly among the set of feasible templates. In particular, the following Random Partition Procedure is used as a subroutine in our low complexity algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Random Partition Procedure
Input: current configuration C, and a graph G(V, E), V = {v1, · · · , v |V | } Output: a virtual template A for distributing G over the machines.
1: k ← 1 2: slot-available ← 1 3: while k ≤ |V | and slot-available do 4: if there are no free slots available on any of the machines then 5:
slot-available ← 0; A ← ∅ 6: else 7:
place v k uniformly at random in one of the free slots 8:
A(v k ) = index of the slot containing v k 9:
k ← k + 1 10:
end if 11: end while When a random template is generated according to Random Partition Procedure, the decision to keep or remove the template is made probabilistically based on the weight of the template. The description of the low complexity algorithm (called Dynamic Graph Partitioning (DGP) algorithm) is as follows. In the the description, β > 0 is a fixed parameter.
Algorithm 2 Dynamic Graph Partitioning (DGP)
Arrival instances. Suppose a graph (job) Gj arrives at time t, then:
1: This job is added to queue Q (j) . 2: A virtual graph Gj is randomly distributed over the machines, if possible, using Random Partition Procedure, which creates a virtual template A (j) for distributing a graph Gj over the machines with some partitioning cost b (j)
A . Then, this virtual template is added to the current configuration with probability
, otherwise, it is discarded and the configuration does not change. The virtual templates of type j leave the system after an exponentially distributed time duration with mean 1/µj. 3: If there is one or more virtual templates available for accommodating graphs of type Gj, a job from Q (j) (e.g., the head-of-the-line job) is placed in one of the virtual templates chosen arbitrarily at random. This converts the virtual template to an actual template. Departure instances.
Suppose a departure of a (virtual or actual) template A (j) occurs at time t, then:
1: If this an actual template, the job departs and queue Q (j) (t + ) is updated. 2: A virtual template of the same type A (j) is added back to the configuration with probability
.
3: If a virtual template for accommodating a graph Gj is available in the system, and there are jobs in Q (j) (t + ) waiting to get service, a job from Q (j) (e.g. the headof-the line job) is placed in one of the virtual templates chosen arbitrarily at random. This converts the virtual template to an actual template.
The main result regarding the performance of our algorithm for any choices of α, β, , h can be found in our full paper [1] . Here, we only mention a corollary to give an interpretation of the main result for a particular choice of the parameters. 
